
Digital APP Controlled Front Door Lock Smart WiFi Bluetooth
Fingerprint Door Lock With SMS For Residential Home Office
    

Advantages 
MVTEAM smart door locks are perfect for Airbnb properties, office buildings, rental properties, residential,
industrial, and any location needing remote monitoring and management of locks. It gives you both wifi
connected and no-internet lock control.
* When no-internet, allows property owners to send their guests with temporary access codes by SMS that
start and end when you want, so guests can’t enter your property one minute before or after you want.
* When enable WiFi, it allows users to manage access remotely, know when people unlock doors,  allows
property owners to delete or change the passcode/eKey/fingerprint remotely.



Features
1- Multiple unlock mode: APP, Fingerprint, Password, Card, mechanical key
2- Bluetooth connection, Support Mobile pone APP (TTlock) remote open door, and the records could be
received at real time on mobile phone.
3- FPC semi-conductor sensor, 360 degree fingerprint recognition
4- Touch screen keypad, see crystal clear numbers at night
5- C-class lock cylinder, standard 240*24mm electronic lock body.
6- Powered by 4pcs AA alkaline batteries, 6 months & 180000 times using.
7- With USB port for emergency charging
8- Suitable for home/office, wooden door, metal door, composite door, fire door group

9- The APP TTLock supports multi-language including Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English,
Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, French, Malaysian. More languages will be available soon.

Specification

Model K4-ZKMA
Material 304 one stainless steel
Size 360*75mm
Unlock APP, Fingerprint, Password, Swipe, Key
Fingerprint Identification FPC semi-conductor, 100 pieces capacity
Swipe  200 sheets
Password capacity 50 groups
Cylinder grade C-level blade lock cylinder
Lock body material 304 Stainless steel

Lock body size Standard: 240mm*24mm, Optional: 240mm*30mm, 388mm*40mm

Other functions Smart Voice, Night Crystal Display, Supports APP Bluetooth one-
button unlocking and remote generating password

Power supply 4pcs AA batteries
Emergency charging With backup USB port for emergency charging
Color Red bronze, Black, Silver, Gold four colors optional
Scope of application Security door, wooden door, composite door, fire door group
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MVTEAM Bluetooth Smart Door Lock WiFi Connection
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Contact us

We export the smart door locks to all over the world.

If you have any questions or inquiry about the products, welcome to contact us. 

We will reply you within 24 hours and quote the best wholesale prices to you.

https://www.mvteamcctv.com/contact-us.html

